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ABSTRACT. 

NETFORM is a very powerful and flexible tool for 
solving (sparse) systems of linear equations in 
algebraic form. The system includes convenient 
facilities to generate (and solve) linear equations 
for electrical networks. 
The accompanying Code Optimizer is a general purpose 
tool to automatically optimize sets of algebraic 
expresslons, with emphasis on those generated by 
the NETFORM system. 
Thus the comblnatlon of both systems can be used to 
solve numerous problems of a symbolic and/or numeric 
nature, taking full advantage of the REDUCE 2 
embedding in which it is supported.* 
For instance NETFORM can automatically provide a 
user with descriptive (tableau) equations of an 
arbitrary linear electrical network and, as it 
solves such linear equations too, calculate any 
transferfunction of that linear electrical network. 
The NETFORM environment encourages users to think of 
electrical networks in terms of network elements, 
one port elements as well as subnetworks, which can 
be conveniently described and manipulated. 
Given a complete network description, NETFORM allows 
different approaches in analyzing it, i.e. a full 
symbolic analysis, a hybrid analysis, a state 
analysis or a mixed hybrid and state analysis. 

Features described In this manual are: 
i. The NETFORM system. 

We discuss here: 
- The statements to describe linear equations. 
- Functions to describe oneports in linear 

electrical networks. 
- Functions for building n-port networks. 
- The creation of subnetworks. 
- The steps to bring NETFORM into execution. 
- Special facilities of NETFORM to generate 

Hybrid and or State equations. 
- How numerical code can be generated in a 

comfortable way. 
- Some aspects of the implementation of Cramers 

rule and NETFORMs determinant algorithms and 
- The flags used to obtain specific NETFORM 

configurations. 
2. The Code Optimizer. 

Our discussion stresses the same points as those 
treated for the NETFORM system, were ever possi- 
ble. 

3. Machine dependent aspects for the DECiO and DEC20 
computers. 

4. Implementation hints. 
This includes portability considerations. 

5. A guide to related documentation. 

* NETFORM will be distributed by prof. A.C. Hearn, 
The Rand Corporation, 1700 Main Street, Santa 
Monlca, CA 90406. (213) 393-0411, along with a 
new release of the REDUCE 2 system. This distri- 
bution is planned for DEC, CDC and IBM machines. 

Chapter I. NETFORM, 

machine independent aspects: 

I.I. Summary of NETFORM functions and statements. 

i,i.i Statements used to describe and solve linear 
equations: 

Equ equdescr. ,...,...; 
Var variable ,...,...; 
Solve variable ,...,...; 

The Equ statement is used to build a description 
of a system of equations Ax=c in the form Ax-c. 
Individual Equ statements are used to include new 
equation descriptions of the form: 
Equ a(j,l)*x(1)+... +a(j,n)*x(n)-c(j); 
The Var statement is used to ~dentlfy the variables 
x(1), i=i,... ,n. 
NETFORM builds, during the execution of the Calc 
statement, a (sparse) coefficient matrix A and a 
constant vector c to obtain convenient datastruc- 
tures to apply Cramer's rule and the associated 
determinant algorithms. The constant vector c is 
calculated from -(Ax-c), with a zero substituted for 
all variables x(i), in the vector x. The matrix 
entries a(j,i) are calculated as the derivative of 
the jth equation description with respect to the ith 
variable x(1), while verifying at the same time the 
linear embedding of this variable. 
This scheme implies that: 
- The variables x(1) can be arbitrary (subscripted) 

algebraic variables. Exponentiation is however 
excluded. 

- No restrictions are put on the external form of 
the a(j,i) and the e(j). 

NETFORM brings the individual equation descrip- 
tlons under a common denominator and neglects the 
denominators during the construction of the constant 

vector c and the sparse matrlx A. This has the 
effect that all matrix entries are mapped into a 
polynomial representation, even if they were given 
as rational functions. The advantage of this mapping 
to polynomials is, that the solution for an unknown, 
x(k), is always in the form of a quotient of 
polynomials: x(k):=NUM(k)/denomlnator, i.e it is a 
rational function, instead of a quotient of ratlonal 
functions. 

The Solve statement is used to identify variables 
x(k), whlch need to be expllcltly solved. This 
statement has only a defined meaning if the variable 
x(k) is a variable from x(1),.., x(n), the set of 
variables defined by executed Var statements. 
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Calc; 

This statement has to be used to initialize the 
computations to obtain, the already mentioned, 
algebraic values for the variables x(k). The visual 
effect of the Calc statement is a list of assignment 
statements of the form: 

xik) := NUM(k)/DENM 

D~ := denominator. 

This list is eventually preceeded by a nested set of 
expressions, given as a llst of assignment state- 
ments, which represent intermediate values calcula- 
ted during the execution of the determinant algo- 
rithm. A disctinction is made between formal- and 
actual values for the denominator polynomial and 
expressions in the nested set. (See 1.5.1). 

Formal value Actual value. 
variable variable value. 
DENM DNM := denominator. 
NM(i) M(i) := nested expression. 

This scheme provides a mechanism to process and 
print actual values only once. 

Several flags are available to influence the 
actions of the Calc statement. These facilities are 
described in the sections 1.6, 1.9 and 4.4. 

Example: 
Equ a(l,l)*x(1)+a(l,2)*x(2)-c(1), 

a(2,1)*x(1)+a(2,2)*x(2)-c(2); 
Var x(1),x(2); 
Solve x(1); 
Calc; Results in the output: 

X(1) := C(i)*A(2,2) - C(2)*A(1,2) / DENM 

DNM := A(i,i)*A(2,2) - A(i,2)*A(2,1) 

Note: 
The REDUCE 2 system raises all lower case 

characters to upper case. A distinction between user 
input and system output is easily made throughout 
this manual, as we preferably use lower case 
characters in the input. 

1.2. The Restart statement. 

The Restart statement is used to reinitialize the 
system. All information concerning the current sys- 
tem of linear equations and the current network, if 
available, is removed. 

statement use 

Restart; Restart reinitializes the system, sets 
the branch number (see section 1.3) to 
its initial value : O. 

1.3. Functions used to describe oneports in linear 
electrical networks: 

Several aspects of elements of linear electrical 
networks are already available in the functions 
introduced so far: 
Equ to specify element equations, 
Var to specify branch currents and branch voltages 

as variables, 
Solve to identify that an explicit solution is 

desired for the specified variable. 
The above facilities to specify linear equations 
will now be extended with a facility to specify 
networkstructures in order to obtain a closed set of 
primitives. To this end we introduce here one 
additional function, the Port. 
The function Port(nl,n2) causes the invocation of 
the function Var to specify two variables: 
l(br), a branchcurrent with a positive orientation 

from node nl to node n2, and 
U(br), a branchvoltage with a positive orientation 

from node nl to node n2. 
These branch variables are identified by a positive 

branch number br, which is automatically incremented 
at each invocation of Port. The determination of 
Kirchhoff equations from the given network structure 
is left to the Calc statement. 

The following predefined oneport network elements, 
are based on one invocation of the function Port to 
define the variables and networkstructure and on one 
invocation of the function Equ to define the element 
equati on : 

RR(nl,n2) R(br) 
LL(nl,n2) L(br) 
ZZ(nl,n2) Z(br) 
YY(nl,n2) Y(br) 
CC(nl,n2) C(br) 
GG(nl,n2) G(br) 

Resistor. 
Inductor. 
Generalized impedance element. 
Generalized admittance element. 
Capacitor. 
Conductor. 

UU(nl,n2) E(br) Voltage source. 
ll(nl,n2) J(br) Current source. 

VM(nl,n2) U(br) Voltage meter. 
AM(nl,n2) l(br) Ampere meter. 

The following predefined oneport network elements 
use an additional invocation to Solve, to specify 
one variable which should be solved (measured). 

UUM(nl,n2) 
llM(nl,n2) 
VIv~I(nl,n2) 
~M(nl,n2) 

Measuring voltage source. 
Measuring current source. 
Measuring voltage meter. 
Measuring ampere meter. 

The nullator is a well known network element with 
two element equations which force the branch current 
as well as the branch voltage to zero. 

The norator is a network element without any ele- 
ment equation. This implies that there is no diffe- 
rence between the norator, NORA and the port, Port. 

NULLA(nl,n2) br Nullator. 
NORA(nl,n2) br Norator. 

The voltage and current source, is a generaliza- 
tion of the nullator which behaves like a voltage 
source and a current source at the same time. The 
specialization of the nullator lies in the fact that 
it can be seen as a UI source with branch 
exictations, E(br) and J(br), both equal to zero. 

Voltage and current are solved (measured) at the 
same port with the AVM, a norator with implicit 
Solve statements for the branch current and the 
branch voltage. This pair of oneport elements makes 
the "measurement" of the A or B parameters of a 
twoport network, easily done. 

Ul(nl,n2) br Voltage and Current source. 
AVM(nl,n2) br Measuring ampere/voltage meter. 

The NETFORM system is able to truncate small 
quantities in a useful manner (see section 1.8). A 
small, or "parasitic", resistor or conductor with a 
Weight equal to 2 is defined by: 

RP(nl,n2) R(br) Parasitic resistor. 
GP(nl,n2) G(br) Parasitic conductor. 

1.3.1 Functions for building n-port networks. 

Linear n-port electrical networks can be build 
with the primitives Equ, Var, Solve and Port 
exclusively, as was indicated. Additional facilities 
are however offered by the functions: 

Function returns use 

INDEX(.(br)) br 

DUAL(arg) 
arg:U(br) l(br) 

l(br) U(br) 
E(br) l(br) 
J(br) U(br) 

INDEX(RR(nl,n2)) gives the 
branch number of this resistor. 

To obtain dual quantities. 
Example: 
DUAL(UU(nl,n2)) gives l(br). 
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The nodes in the network are ususally numbered by 
the user on the basis of a graphical representation 
of the network. These node numbers can either be 
passed to one-port elements directly or as arguments 
to a procedure which describes a subnetwork. This 
mechanism makes the numbering of all directly 
visible nodes in the network easily done. But unique 
nodes in a subnetwork should get unique nodenumbers. 
The function Node() defines the required enumeration 
mechanism for this purpose. 

Function returns use 

Node() a unique node number ni:=Node(); 

The returned node number is unique if the user- 
supplied node numbers are less than i000. The 
function Node() returns the values I000,i001,... at 
subsequent invocations. NETFORM puts no additional 
restrictions on the numbering of nodes. 

1.4. The creation of subnetworks: 

modules is done only once. There are two 
disadvantages which should be taken into 
consideration: 

i. A REDUCE 2 environment with all the numerous 
functions related to the NETFO~4 system 
permanently loaded is, in general, not a good 
operating environment for a general user of a 
formula manipulation system. But the simulta- 
neous availability of REDUCE 2 and NETFORM 
doubles amount of on llne disk storage which 
is required. 

2. There is less storage available for results, 
due to the fact that all modules are loaded, 
if the system is running in an environment 
with a stringent storage allocation scheme. 

Actual information about the initiation of 
NETFORM from your operating system should be 
provided by the local system implementer, possibly 
by the use of a help facility provided by the 
operating system. 

The NETFORM primitives for building electrical 
networks, are deliberately chosen to be simple and 
yet powerful. The mapping of the network elements on 
Equations, Variables and unknowns (Solve) reduces 
the construction of a subnetwork to a trivial task 
which is easily understood. The normal Algol-like 
Procedure mechanism of REDUCE 2 is the fundamental 
tool to structure programs as well as networks. This 
is immediately clear from the following example: 

Algebraic Procedure Gyrator(nl,n2,n3,n4); 
Begin Scalar bl,b2; 

bl:=Port(nl,n2); 
b2:=Port(n3,n4); 
Equ i(bl)*r(bl)-u(b2); 
Equ i(b2)*r(bl)+u(bl); 

End; 

After this definition of the gyrator one may use 
it by the invocation Gyrator(nl,n2,n3,n4) where 
nl,n2,n3,n4 are appropriate node numbers in the 
given network. The function Gyrator returns no 
specific value (NIL), it is only invoked for its 
side effects via the invocation of Port and Equ. 

1.5.1 Input of a prepared file. 

Users familiar with languages such as FORTRAN, 
PASCAL and the llke, should recognize that REDUCE 2, 
supporting NETFORM, is an interactive system. This 
implies that the ALGOL-llke REDUCE 2 language 
features are available either by directly using a 
terminal or via predeflned files which are 
accessible via a terminal. 

So file input is by no way restricted to the 
input of characters and numbers, to be read by a 
complicated program. On the contrary, file input is 
natural and straightforward. File input is very 
instrumental in preparing a program, since it can be 
read interactlvely by typing a simple IN statement 
of REDUCE 2 with as argument the (slightly system 
dependent) file name. 
Let us assume that a user has prepared the following 
file 

% example: a short 3rd order ladder filter ; 
uu(2,1);rr(2,3);cc(3,1);ll(3,4);cc(4,1);rr(4,1); 
Solve I(4),u(6); 
Calc; 

Note: 
We could use the operator r, as r(bl), without 

the explicit declaration: Operator r; because 
r,l,z,y,c,g,e,j,u,i are already known to be 
operators. The omission of such a declaration for 
other variables will generate a REDUCE 2 warning. 

1.5. Running NETFORM. 

The NETFORM system is a subsystem of REDUCE 2 
which can be loaded into a running REDUCE 2 

to analyse an example network. 
This user may now Initiate the NETFORM system and 
use the IN statement of REDUCE 2 to read this 
syntacticaly defined input from the specified file, 
called examp.net. 

.run NETFORM 
REDUCE 2 (NETFORM: 27-DEC-1981) ... 
*in examp.net$ 
E(1) <- Such space consuming output will be 
R(2) put on a single line in subsequent 
C(3) examples. 

environment in two proposed ways: L(4) 
C(5) 

i. The user first runs REDUCE 2, then he types: R(6) 
netform; to load the NETFORM system into the 
REDUCE 2 environment. M(1) 

The actual size of the NETFORM system depends M(2) 
on the actaul use of configuration flags, M(3) 
discussed in section 1.9. The steps needed to DNM 
allocate a minimal amount of space are taken by 
the netform statement, provided that these 
configuration flags are set before the invocation 
of the netform statement. (A similar concept is 
used for the CodOpt statement to support the Code 
Optimizer, which is described in chapter 2.) 

:= C(5)*R(6)*S + I 
:= NM(1)*L(4)*S + R(6) 
:= NM(1) + NM(2)*C(3)*S 

:= NM(2) + NM(3)*R(2) 

1(4) := (NM(1)*E(1))/DENM 
U(6) := (E(1)*R(6))/DENM 

Obviously the effect of preparing source text 
with an editor is merely that syntactical 

This is an advantage over direct interactive use of 
the REDUCE 2 system which, at present, only supports 
relatively primitive error correction facilities. 
Effective, interactive use starts in NETFO~M, for 
this reason, in most cases after the Calc statement. 
More information about input and output facilities 
in REDUCE 2 are provided by its manual. 

Some implementations, corrections are easily done through the whole file. 
allow that the total amount of allocated storage 
is specified dynamically. In this case the user 
can provide an argument, n, to the netform 
statement to indicate the extra amount of core to 
be allocated for expressions etc. 

2. The user brings NETFORM directly into execution 
from a saved environment. The advantage is that 
the (fast-) loading of the majority of NETFORM 
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1.6. Special facilities of NETFORM 

As was announced in the introduction, several 
flags are available to influence the actions of the 
Calc statement. We discuss here the flags Hybrid and 
State which load the module Gen when issued before 
the netform statement. These flags are used to 
automatically generate hybrid and/or state equations 
from the description of an electrical network. 

The following simple examples serve to show how 
to use the flags Hybrid and State. The example 
network is already introduced in section 1.5. 

.run reduce 
on hybrid,pass2$ 
netform; 
REDUCE 2(NETFORM: 27-DEC-1981) ... 
in examp.net$ 

gives: 
2 

M(1) := R(2)*C(3)*L(4)*S + R(2) + L(4)*S 
2 

M(2) := L(4)*C(5)*S + i 
M(3) := NM(2)*R(6) + L(4)*S 

1(4) := (U(3) - U(6))/(L(4)*S) 
IM(3) := (NM(1)*U(3) - (E(1)*L(4)*S + R(2)*U(6))) 

/(R(2)*L(4)*S) 
IM(6) := (NM(3)*U(6) - U(3)*R(6))/(L(4)*R(6)*S) 

The flag On pass2 gives: 
U(6) := (E(1)*L(4)*R(6)*S)/DENM 
U(3) := (NM(3)*E(1)*L(4)*S)/DENM 

This use of the flag HYBRID results in a descrip- 
tion of a system of hybrid equations. The equation 
descriptions are denoted by IM(3) and IM(6), the 
variables are U(3) and U(6). The equation descrip- 
tions are compatible with the equation descriptions 
as defined for the Equ statement in section I.i.I, 
i.e. the hybrid equations can be read as: 

M(1)*U(3) - R(2)*U(6)=E(1)*L(4)*S 

-R(6)*U(3) + M(3)*U(6)=O 

with the outpout equation: 

1(4) = (U(3) - U(6))/(L(4)*S) 

where: 
2 

M(1) := R(2)*C(3)*L(4)*S + R(2) + L(4)*S 
2 

M(2) := L(4)*C(5)*S + i 
M(3) := M(2)*R(6) + L(4)*S 

NETFORM calculates in a second pass explicit formu- 
la's for U(3) and U(6). This gives the user all 
information needed to calculate both variables 
specified in the Solve statement i(4) and u(6). 
The following steps are taken in the second pass: 
i. The equations and variables in the second pass 

are: Equ im(3),im(6); 
Var u(3), u(6); 

2. The unknowns in the second pass are: U(3) and 
U(6) as these are explicitly mentioned in the 
output equation, so NETFORM prepares internally a 
statement: Solve u(3),u(6); 

The resulting system of equations is solved by an 
internal execution of a Calc statement and the 
output of the second pass is printed. 

Both passes can be driven by the NETFORM user 
more directly, if desired. The steps required in the 
second pass are already discussed. The first pass 
can be simulated by adding measuring voltage sour- 
ces: uum(3,1);uum(4,1); 
This has the effect that two known voltages, 
U(7)=E(Y) and U(8)=E(8), are inserted at the 
position of originally unknown voltages: U(3) and 
U(6). Additional currents l(Y) and 1(8) are 
introduced and solved (measured) instead of the 
originally measured IM(3) and IM(6). 

It is important to recognize that a user can 
almost instantly formulate any system of hybrid 
equations, by properly placing measuring sources, 
for an arbitrary network. 
The insertion of n measuring sources in an electri- 
cal network gives n equation descriptions, the n 
measured currents and voltages, in n unknowns, the n 
source voltages and currents. This simple metho- 
dology is called the method of measuring sources. 
The inclusion of these sources in the network plays 
a crucial, and easily visualized, role in the 
formulation of any reduced system of linear 
equations for the given network. 

We will use it now in its automatized form to 
obtain a system of state equations for the same 
example network. 

The use of: 
on state,pass2; 

results in: 

U(6) := U(5) 
IM(3) := (S*R(2)*U(3)*C(3) - E(1) + R(2)*I(4) 

+ U(3) )/R(2) 
IM(5) := (S*U(5)*C(5)*R(6) - I(4)*R(6) 

+ U(5))/R(6) 
UM(4) := S*I(4)*L(4) - U(3) + U(5) 

The flag On pass2 gives: --- 
DNM := - R(2)*C(3)*L(4)*C(5)*R(6) 

DTI(4) := (U(3) - U(D))/L(4) 
DTU(5) := (I(4)*R(6) - U(5))/(C(5)*R(6)) 
DTU(3) := (E(1) - R(2)*I(4) - U(3))/(R(2)*C(3)) 

Here we can obtain the same solution by placing a 
UUM over branch 3, a IIM in series with branch 4 and 
a UUM over branch 5. The result is that state 
variables such as voltages of capacitors and 
currents of inductors are kept in the system of 
equations of the network given. 

The method of the measuring sources allows the 
user to obtain almost any intermediate description 
of a given network. When used manually, one will 
normally try to insert measuring sources in the 
network until the denominator which will be 
calculated for the modified network is a one term 
polynomial. It is the purpose of a combined use of 
the flags Hybrid and State to obtain a description 
of the network which is compatible with a State 
description, which has in addition the properties of 
a Hybrid description: a one term denominator. The 
example network cannot be used to show this point 
further, as the State description had already a one 
term denominator. 

1.7 A transfer to numerical code. 

Here, we will not discuss the relative advantages 
of a program with symbolic as well as numeric capa- 
bilities. It will be clear that the facilities to 
derive reduced systems of equations, as well as 
those to calculate the result in a compact and 
nested way, are important tools to obtain numerical 
code with a good efficiency. 

The transparency of the NETFORM system makes it 
easyly adopted by engineers and researchers, active 
in numerous disciplines. A hyrarchlcal description 
of a numerical problem, based on descriptions of 
lower level models, such as subnetworks, macro 
models, device models and the llke, is composed 
quickly with the NETFORM system, provided that good 
facilities are present to map an optimized version 
of derived formula's to the syntax and semantics of 
a programming language suited for the numerical 
evaluation. 
Facilities to support numerical evaluation are: 

i. The REDUCE 2 flags to change the way in which 
internal results are printed: 

On NAT; Specifies natural style of printing. 
On FORT; Gives output in FORTRAN notation. 

The output is compatible with the REDUCE 2 syntax 
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for expressions (this is the syntax used for 
almost all programming languages) if both NAT and 
FORT are off. These facilities make it easy to 
generate results which will be processed either 
symbolically or numerically, later on. 

2. NETFORM supports a statement which provides a 
concatenation facility for a specified operator 
and a single index which may be used with this 
operator. 

Statement: use: 

Concat var,.,.; Concat r,l,c; 
r(2);c(3);i(4);c(5);c(6); 
Is converted to: 
R2;C3;L4;Cb;C6; 

3. The Code Optimizer, provided as a separate REDUCE 
2 subsystem, gives attractive reductions of the 
computational complexity of calculated results. 

A symbolic-numerlc analysis of a transmlssionllne 
network, known as a directional coupler, is 
described in [6]. The analysis of this network is 
thought to be an example where the symbolic-numerlc 
approach had significant advantages. 
The code optimizer, which helped to make the 
symbolic-numeric analysis of this microwave circuit 
to be successful, is discussed in more detail in 
chapter 1.9. 

1.8. Cramers rule and the determinant algorithms. 

It may be attractive for a user to obtain the 
solution of the system Ax=c in the form of a matrix. 
A matrix of transferfunctions will be the termino- 
logy used by engineers, the adjugate matrix, or the 
inverse matrix will probably fit better in the 
terminology of mathematicians. 

The statement: Off AssSol; 
has the effect that the nonzero matrix entries of a 
considerably smaller matrix than the adjugate or 
inverse matrix are calculated explicitly, for some 
of the possible passes which can be made in the Calc 
statement. Interested users are encouraged to 
inspect the source code if this aspect is of 
importance. 

The determinant algorithms develop the sparse 
matrix A with respect to the best (shortest) row, 
performing polynomial operations on the values of 
its entries a(j,i). A datastructure is maintained to 
provide instantaneous access to the best row. This 
datastructue binds representants of the rows in 
equivalence classes, hence collecting all rows and 
all columns with a length n in separate classes. 
So classes are available for rows and columns with 
lengths up to a predeflned maximun, which is set to 
20. The current NETFORM system is configured to 
process at most I00 equations in i00 unknowns with 
at most 20 unknowns present in one single equation. 

The equations of electrical networks can be 
subdivided into the Kirchhoff equations, which have 
a numeric character, and the element equations which 
have a symbolic character. This aspect is reflected 
in an even finer classification of the rows, (and 
columns) into numeric rows and symbolic rows. This 
makes avoidance of exact cancellations of terms in 
the generated formula's, due to the presence of 
nontrivlal zero numerical minors, possible. A pre- 
ference of symbolic rows during the development of 
the determinant keeps numerical minors nested, such 
that cancelling terms are found on a numerical 
basis. This preference, which is only active if more 
that one nonzero matrix entry is present, can be 
maintained in a useful way for all electrical 
networks build from the oneport networkelements 
defined in this manual. This is due to the fact that 
there cannot be more than two nonzero matrix entries 
in a row of the A matrix for an equation which is 
only bound to two variables, l(br) and U(br) in its 
equation description. 

The module Num can he loaded to give preference 
to numerical rows over symbolic ones. This can be 

useful if many element equations which give three, 
instead of two, nonzero matrix entries are present. 

The nature of the determinant algorithms (see for 
instance [5]), makes it possible to implement a very 
powerful truncation feature which is supported by: 

Function: Parasite(Wvar,Welght); 

When NETFORM builds its matrix entries a(j,i) it 
checks whether a Weight is specified for the main 
variable in the matrix entry. This weight will be 
associated with the value of the matrix entry, to 
support the truncation mechanism. 

The determinant algorithm calculates by default 
all results within lowest order, i.e. it attempts to 
calulate nonzero determinants For WLevel:=O Step 
WStep Until Wmax, using either a default stepsize 
WStep which is calculated as the minimum of the 
Weights specified when no stepsize is specified, or 
an explicit user supplied stepslze, specified with: 

Lisp WStep:=W; 
The terminating Weight, WMax, is the sum of all 
weights. (An example is given in section 4.4). 

The statement: Lisp Wextra:=W; 
with a numerical value W substituted on the right 
hand side, gives a solution within lowest order+W. 

The module Gen, which implements the Hybrid and 
State options will take advantage of any parasite 
declarations by providing the most "stable" place- 
ment of measuring sources. 

1.9. NETFORMs configuration flags. 

The actual avialabillty of functions and state- 
ments in NETFORM is controlled with its conflgura- 
tlon flags: 

Controls the availability of facilities to: 

On Netl; Analyze electrical networks. 

On Net2; Solve linear euqations. 

On Hybrid; Generate Hybrid, State or mixed Hybrid- 
On State; State equations. 

NETFORM considers the flags Netl and Net2 as On 
when none has been set. So the default configuration 
includes the facilities implied by these configura- 
tion flags. 

The following configuration flags assume a wor- 
king knowledge of the NETFORM source code. They are 
available for maintenance purposes. 

On Rtst; Makes a recursion trace, showing elemen- 
tary steps taken in the determinant 
algorithms. 

On Reco; Makes a recursion count analysis. 

On Dbg; Loads a debugging package. 
This flag is implicitly set for Rtst and 
Reco. 

Chapter 2. The Code Optimizer, 

machine independent aspects. 

The Code Optimizer consists of three submodules. 
The first dismantles the inputexpresslons to build 
adequate datastructures, mainly consisting of an 
incidence matrix describing the set of input 
expressions. The second phase consists of an 
heuristic search for common subexpresslons. The last 
manages output of the rewritten expressions, 
inserting the common subexpressions at appropriate 
places. The whole process preserves the structure of 
the set of Inputexpressions. 

The format of the expressions to he elaborated 
imposes some limitations. Although any polynomial 
form is allowed, i.e. nested, factored, expanded, 
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etc., the present version of the optimizer is 
taylored for expression sets generated by NETFO~4. 
Subsums and -products, occurring in these 
expressions are supposed to be primitive, i.e. are 
sequences of indeterminates, concatenated by +,- or 
* operators respectively. Some facilities are 
however provided for constants, integer powers of 
indeterminates and negation, presuming such entities 
and operators do not appear too frequently. A more 
general optimizer is still in development. 

The Code Optimizer is activated with the 
following statements: 

Codopt; 

Init N; 

To load the Code optimizer. 
(This is similar to the netform; 
statement from section 1.5.). 

To allocate an incidence matrix 
of "size" N, and to load the 
fastread facility if desired. 

Normal REDUCE 2 assignment statements to input the 
code to be optimized. 

Calc; To start the actual Code Optimi- 
zation process. 

A configuration flag, On fastread; can be inserted 
before the Init statement. Activating it causes the 
assignment statements to be read without evaluating 
identifiers on the right hand side and without 
simplifying these expressions. Since input is, 
infact, often generated by REDUCE 2 (but not 
necessarily only by this system) such a 
simplification is not seldom superfuous. By default 
the fastread option is off and input undergoes the 
normal REDUCE 2 treatment. Before actually reading 
from a file or typing Inputexpressions the size N of 
the incidence matrix has to be specified. A rough 
estimation for N is 3/2*max(2*MO,N0*C), where MO is 
the number of different indeterminates, occurlng in 
the NO inputexpressions and C denotes the number of 
+,* operator symbol interchanges. However when 
constants, simple integer powers of indetermlnates 
and the llke, appear in the input expressions, this 
estimation is somewhat optimistic. Although an 
automated prediction whould have been possible, we 
deliberately omitted it for efficiency reasons. A 
simple fail-safe procedure is to type a pessimistic 
estimation of N and to restart if that eventually 
fails. A simple example is given in section 4.4. 

Chapter ~. Machine dependent aspects: 

The DECIO and DEC20 systems. 

3.1 Running NETFORM and the Code Optimizer, on 
the DECi0 and DEC20. 

Effectively, the NETFORM and Code Optimizer 
system can only run in a memory partion of at least 
150P (=75K). Two possible approaches were suggested 
in section 1.5 to make NETFORM available, as a 
subsytem under REDUCE 2 (the preferred approach if 
150P is available) or as a separately saved system 
with most NETFORM modules already loaded. This 
latter approach can be taken if some 200P is 
available. We will discuss the first approach here 
for a DECiO running under TOPSiO. Users of a DEC20 
will easily recognize what is meant. 

It will be assumed that the NETFORM user has a 
sufficient amount of outquota to store the NETFORM 
system for multiple use in his own disk area for the 
length of the terminal session. 
The netform (codopt) statement, which is most 
preferably already implemented as a standard 
extension of the REDUCE 2 facilities, as described 
in chapter 1.5, supports the construction of a 
NETFORM system (Code Optimizer) which conserves as 
much space as possible for algebraic expressions. 

The creation of the basic NETFORM system (Code 
Optimizer) from a REDUCE 2 system, placed in a disk 
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area with a logical name prg: (or sys: or any other 
locally selected disk area name) from modules on 
that disk area only requires the following 
instructions: 

.run prg:reduce 60 <- typed 
REDUCE 2 (APR-15-79) ... 

*netform; (codopt;) <- typed 
705 MS 
NETFORM 27-DEC-1981 (CODE OPTIMIZER 27-DEC-1981) 

The actual construction of NETFORM from the 
modules in the disk area prg: can take some seconds. 
This time need not be reinvested if the newly 
constructed NETFORM system is saved by: 

^C <- typed 
.save net (save co) <- typed 
NET SAVED. (CO SAVED) 

and reactivated by: 

• start <- typed 
immediately after the save, otherwise: 

.run net (run co) <- typed otherwise. 

The saved system responds with: 

REDUCE 2 (NETFORM: 27-DEC-1981) ... 

or: 

REDUCE 2 (CODE OPTIMIZER: 27-DEC-1981) ... 

and is ready for interactive use. 

3.1.1 Preparation of a input file. 

The main source of information for editing files 
is of course the manual, describing the editor for 
the computer at hand. This section is used for the 
description of a complete session, thus providing at 
least one complete example. 

Therefore let us assume that we are logged in 
under the operating system and want to edit the file 
examp.net, which was already introduced in section 
1.5. The session will proceed as follows: 

login .... 
password: ...... 

sos examp, net 
Input: EXAMP.NET 
00100 % example: a short 3rd order ladder filter ; 
00200 uu(2,1);rr(2,3);cc(3,1);ll(3,4);cc(4,1);rr(4,1 
00300 Solve u(6); 
00400 Calc; 
00500 $ <- escape. 
*e 

[ EXAMP. NET ] 

run prg:reduce 60 

netform$ 
^C 
save net 

NET SAVED. 

start 
REDUCE 2 (NETFORM: 27-DEC-1981) ... 
*in examp.net$ 
E(1) R(2) C(3) L(4) C(5) R(6) 

M(1) := S*C(5)*R(6) + i 
M(2) := NM(1)*S*L(4) + R(6) 
M(3) := NM(1) + NM(2)*S*C(3) 
DNM := NM(2) + NM(3)*R(2) 

U(6) := (E(1)*R(6))/DENM 
^C 4 

K 
..... of course a trivial example was chosen 

simplicity reasons. 
for 



Chapter 4. Implementation hints: 

4.1 A short description of the source code. 

4.1.1 The NETFORM source. 

The source module NSYS (NSYS20 for the DEC20) 
contains the code which supports the actual 
construction of REDUCE 2 subsystems through the use 
of the netform and codopt statement (sections 1.5 
and 3.1). 

The dependency of NETFORM features on its confi- 
guration flags was already treated in section 1.8. 
We describe here the main ideas behind the modular 
construction of NETFORM. 

Def: Is a module in which general system constants 
are defined. This module contains one 
constant, MaxEqu which is set to i00. It 
defines the maximum number of equations which 
can be solved without reconfiguratlng 
(recompilatlng) the system. 

A basic set of NETFORM facilities is provided by: 

Netf: a kind of root segment, 
Stat: which provides extra statements, 
Matrx: a module to decompose a set of equations into 

a coefficient matrix. 

These basic facilities can be extended with: 

Ele: a module in which the standard network 
elements are defined. 

Struct:a module which forms the Kirchhoff equations 
for an electrical network. This module gives 
a set of optimized Kirchhoff equations based 
on the Sparser algorithm, which investigates 
linear combinations of pairs of Kirchhoff 
equations. 

Str2: a module developed to optimize the Kirchhoff 
equations with the Breuer algorithm.[8] 

Modules to support the solution of a system of 
linear equations are: 

Cram: a module delivering the solution of a system 
of linear equations using Cramer's rule and 
the determinant algorithm described in the 
module: 

Fdslem:Thls determinant algorithm is based on a set 
of primitives which are described ~n the 
module: 

Auxdet:Hides the implementation details of auxiliary 
determlnantal algorithms. 

Auxfas:Redefines the time critical algorithms: 
Row(x), SetRow(x,val), 
Histo(x), SetHisto(x,val), 
and Sign(x), 
defined in the module Auxdet in a machine 
dependent way. This module is only of 
importance for DECiO and DEC20 
implementations. 

Signtr:A fast and machine independent module, to 
calculate slgn(x) of a sparse matrix, is 
implemented by B.J.A Hulshof following an 
~dea of J. Smlt, based on binary sign trees 
with opposite signs which are partially 
swapped when a row is deleted (or 
relnserted). It is suggested to load this 
module as a faster, machine independent, 
alternative for the standard sign algorithms. 

Gen: Is a module which generates a set of Hybrid, 
State or mixed hybrid and state equations 
from a given system of network equations. 

The proper functioning of the NETFORM system is 
easily confirmed by using permanantly available 
debugging aids and performance evaluation programs: 

Reco: Allows the user to make a recurslon count 
profile of the determinant algorithms. 

Rtst: 

Dbg: 

Makes a recurslon trace test, showing rows 
and columns used in the determinant 
algorithm. Intermediate matrices (minors) and 
intermediate results are also shown. 
Is a general purpose debugging module, 
required by Reco and Rtst. The module allows 
a user to inspect the sparse matrix which is 
build in a Calc statement with a call to 
Matprt(); as this sparse matrix is retained 
for inspection after its use during the 
calculations. 

A module which automatically extracts a Jacoblan 
matrix to support a frequency matching technique 
based on Newton iteration, named Newton, is 
available, but not yet fully supported. 

4.1.2 The source code of the code optimizer. 

The modules of the Code Optimizer are: 

CoMat: The input expressions are mapped to a sparse 
matrix representation. 

CoFast:The module which supports the On fastread; 
configuration flag. 

CodOpt:Transformations on the sparse matrix 
representation to achieve the actual code 
optimization. 

CoPri: Is the module which prints the optimized 
code. 

The proper functioning of the Code Optimizer is 
easily confirmed by the use of the flag On primat; 
which gives a formatted printout of the incidence 
matrix build by the optimizer, provided that it fits 
the width of the (terminal) paper. 

4.2 Portability aspects. 

The Code Optimizer is fully written in Standard 
Lisp and hence fully portable. NETFORM does support 
some features which can be, to improve efficiency, 
redefined in a non portable way. This concerns the 
fast code in the module AuxFas, an Implementation 
for the DECiO and DEC20 which redlflnes access 
functions for the sparse matrix and the sign 
algorithm. An alternative is to use the fast 
portable sign algorithm, present in the module 
SlgnTr. It has the advantage of a logarithmic cost 
instead of an linear cost, but the disadvantage that 
it consumes and frees llsp cells, thereby sllghtly 
increasing garbage collection activities. 

4.3 Storage allocation for the DECiO and the DEC20. 

The effect of region sizes (NN) was studied for 
the smallest NETFORM problem and a sample problem 
run with the Code Optimizer, in order to study the 
effect of storage allocations on the system 
performance. We are motivated to give detailed 
information here as we do expect that users without 
Lisp experience will use our systems. 
The overall effect, which shows that the CPU time 
will decrease as there is a sufficient amount of 
storage, is similar for all other Lisp implementa- 
tions, the figures however will be different. 
Problems of moderate size can be run with the 
default NETFORM configuration with NN=70. The test 
performed was: 

.r prg:reduce NN 
REDUCE 2 (APR-15-79) ... 

*fload nsys; 
*netform; 
705 MS 
NETFORM: 27-DEC-1981 

*in examp.net; 
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The results are: NGC= Number of Garbage Collections 
TGC= Time required 

for Garbage Collection 

NN Time NGC TGC free free 
KWords MS - MS cells words 
50 2315 5 347*5 1319 781 
52 2169 3 375*3 2727 1293 
55 1526 i 405"1 4839 2061 
60 2031 i 612"1 8358 3340 
70 1386 0 806*0 15429 5899 
80 1352 0 976*0 22501 8459 
90 1335 0 1182"0 29573 11019 

There were 30695 cells consumed during the 
generation of the transferfunction. About 743 cells 
were required to hold the resulting expressions and 
the sparse matrix. The sparse matrix could have been 
deleted, to save some space, but it was decided to 
keep it available for test purposes (module Dbg). 

A similar test is made for the code optimizer on 
the expressions generated for a microwave problem 
[6]. The set of expressions contained 126 +,- 
operations and 292 * operations. The number of +,- 
operations could not be reduced, the number of * 
operations is reduced to 242. 

NN Time NGC TGC free free 
KWords MS - MS cells words 
55 . . . . .  
60 13134 12 409"12 4939 3393 
70 10714 5 476*5 11987 5953 
80 11231 3 650*3 18910 8513 
90 11790 2 896*2 26100 11075 

4.4 Confirmation of correct installation. 

The following sample session was selected as a 
tool to confirm the correct operation of a newly 
installed NETFORM system. It covers the operation of 
NETFORM in various configurations. It can also be 
used as a guide for prospective NETFORM users, 
showing many of its application area's in the 
context of simple examples. The text was edited 
slightly to obtain a readable document of minimal 
length. The * in column i of the text is the prompt 
character of the REDUCE 2 system. 

r prg:reduce 65 

REDUCE 2 (APR-15-79) 
*fload nsys; 
*net form; 
705 MS 
NETFORM: 27-DEC-1981 
~'C 

save n 
N saved 

r u n  n 

REDUCE 2 (NETFORM: 27-DEC-1981) ... 
*Operator d,q; 
*n:=O; N := 0 
*Procedure Transistor(ne,nb,nc); 
*Begin Scalar bl,b2,b3,nbi; 
* n:=n+l; 
* nbi:=Node(); 
* bl:=Port(nb,nbi); 
* b2:=Port(nc,nbi); 
* b3:=Port(nbl,ne); 
* Equ u(bl); 
* Equ i(b2)*d(n)-i(bl); 
* Equ i(b3)*r(n)-u(b3); 
* Parasite(d(n),2); 
* Factor d(n); 
* Return q(n); 
*End; 
TRANSISTOR 

*Procedure Transdiode(ne,nc); 
*Beg~n Scalar bl; 
* n:=n+l; 
* bl:=Port(ne,nc); 
* Equ i(bl)*r(n)-u(bl); 
* Return q(n); 
*End; 
TRANSDIODE 

*iim(O,l);amm(3,0);amm(4,0); 
U(1) I(2) I(3) 

*Transistor(l,5,4); Q(1) 
*Transistor(l,6,4); Q(2) 
*Transdiode(2,5); Q(3) 
*Transdiode(2,6); Q(4) 
*Transistor(7,1,5); Q(5) 
*Transistor(8,1,6); Q(6) 
*Transistor(7,3,4); Q(7) 
*Transistor(8,3,4); Q(8) 
*Calc; 
M(1) := R(5) + R(6) + R(7) + R(8) 
M(2) := R(1) + R(2) 
M(3) := R(6) + R(8) 
M(4) := R(5) + R(7) 
M(5) := D(1)*R(2) + R(1)*D(2) 
M(6) := NM(3)*D(7) + NM(4)*D(8) 
DNM := NM(1)*NM(2) 
U(1) := ( - NM(3)*NM(4)*NM(5)*J(1))/DENM 
1(2) := (NM(5)*NM(6)*J(1))/DENM 
1(3) := (NM(1)*NM(2)*J(1))/DENM 

, 

*Restart; % Restart can be used instead of ^C; 
, 

*% A normal symbolic analysis for a ladder network.; 
*% Example : A short 3rd order ladder filter. ; 
*uu(2,1);rr(2,3);cc(3,1);ll(3,4);cc(4,1);rr(4,1); 
E(1) R(2) C(3) L(4) C(5) R(6) 

*Solve I(4),U(6); 
*Calc; 
M(7) := C(5)*R(6)*S + I 
M(8) := NM(7)*L(4)*S + R(6) 
M(9) := NM(7) + NM(8)*C(3)*S 
DNM := NM(8) + NM(9)*R(2) 
1(4) := (NM(7)*E(1))/DENM 
U(6) := (E(1)*R(6))/DENM 

r prg:reduce 65 
REDUCE 2 (APR-15-79) ... 

*fload nsys; 
*on Hybrid,Pass2; 
*netform; 
734 MS 
NETFORM: 27-DEC-1981 

*% Find Hybrid equations for the ladder network. ; 
*% Example : A short 3rd order ladder filter. 
*uu(2,1);rr(2,3);cc(3,1);ll(3,4);cc(4,1);rr(4,i); 
E(1) R(2) C(3) L(4) C(5) R(6) 

*Solve I(4),U(6); 
*Calc; 

2 
M(1) := R(2)*C(3)*L(4)*S + R(2) + L(4)*S 

2 
M(2) := L(4)*C(5)*S + i 
M(3) := NM(2)*R(6) + L(4)*S 

1(4) := (U(3) - U(6))/(L(4)*S) 
IM(3) := (NM(1)*U(3) - (E(1)*L(4)*S + R(2)*U(6))) 

/(R(2)*L(4)*S) 
IN(6) := (NM(3)*U(6) - U(3)*R(6))/(L(4)*R(6)*S) 

DNM := NM(1)*NM(3) - R(2)*R(6) 
U(6) := (E(1)*L(4)*R(6)*S)/DENM 
U(3) := (NM(3)*E(1)*L(4)*S)/DENM 

~C 

r prg:reduce 65 
REDUCE 2 (APR-15-79) ... 

*fload nsys; 
*gn State,Pass2; 
*hetform; 
844 MS 
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NETFORM: 27-DEC-1981 

*% Find State equations for the ladder network. ; 
*% Example : A short 3rd order ladder filter. ; 
*uu(2, i); rr(2,3) ; cc(3, i) ; ii(3,4); cc(4, i); rr(4, I); 
E(1) R(2) C(3) L(4) C(5) R(6) 

*Solve I(4),U(6); 
*Calc; 
U(6) := U(5) 
IM(3) := ( - E(1) + R(2)*U(3)*C(3)*S + R(2)*I(4) + 

U(3))/R(2) 
IM(5) := ( - I(4)*R(6) + U(5)*C(5)*R(6)*S + 0(5)) 

/R(6) 
UM(4) := - U(3) + I(4)*L(4)*S + U(5) 
DTI(4) := (U(3) - U(5))/L(4) 
DTU(5) := (I(4)*R(6) - U(5))/(C(5)*R(6)) 
DTU(3) := (E(1) - R(2)*I(4) - U(3))/(R(2)*C(3)) 

*~C 

r prg:reduce 65 
REDUCE 2 (APR-15-79) . .. 

*fload nsys; 
*on Netl; 
*netform; 
535 MS 
NETFORM: 27-DEC-1981 

*% Find a set of descriptive equations. ; 
*% Example : A short 3rd order ladder filter. ; 
*uu(2, i) ; rr(2,3); cc(3, i) ; ii(3,4) ;cc(4, i); rr(4, i); 
E(1) R(2) C(3) L(4) C(5) R(6) 

*Solve 1(4),U(6); 
*Calc; 
*~C 

r prg:reduce 65 
REDUCE 2 (APR-15-79) ... 

*fload nsys; 
*on Net2,State,Pass2; 
*netform; 
649 MS 
NETFORM: 27-DEC-1981 

*% Find State equations from the descriptive set of 
equations ; 

*in netl.out ; 
ALGEBRAIC OPERATOR R,G,Z,Y,L,C,I,U,J,E; 
EQU U(1) - E(1), 

I(2)*R(2) - U(2), 
- I(3) + U(3)*C(3)*S, 

I(4)*L(4)*S - U(4), 
I(5) + u(5)*c(s)*s, 
I(6)*R(6) - U(6), 
I(1) + 1(2), 

- I(2) + I(3) + I(4), 
- 1(4) + 1(5) + I(6), 
- U(1) + S(2) + S(3), 
- U(3) + U(4) + U(6), 

U(5) - U(6); 

VAR I(1),U(1), I(2) ,U(2), I(3) ,U(3), I(4) ,U(4), 
I(5) ,U(5),I(6),U(6); 

SOLVE I(4),U(6); 
CAL C; 
U(6) := U(5) 
IM(3) := ( - E(1) + R(2)*U(3)*C(3)*S + R(2)*I(4) + 

U(3))/R(2) 
IM(5) := ( - I(4)*R(6) + U(5)*C(5)*R(6)*S + U(5)) 

/R(6) 
UM(4) := - U(3) + I(4)*L(4)*S + U(5) 
DTI(4) 7= (U(3) - U(5))/L(4) 
DTU(5) := (I(4)*R(6) - U(5))/(C(5)*R(6)) 
DTU(3) := (E(1) - R(2)*I(4) - U(3))/(R(2)*C(3)) 
~C 

.r prg:reduce 70 
REDUCE 2 (APR-15-79) . .. 

*fload nsys; 
*codopt ; 
221 MS 
CODE OPTIMIZER: 27-DEC-1981 

*~C 

.start 
REDUCE 2 (CODE OPTIMIZER: 27-DEC-1981) ... 

*on fastread; 
*inlt 50; 
*** COMMAND REDEFINED 
0 

*el:=a-b*c+g*(b-c*(a+e)); 
*e2:=-b*c+h*g*(h-c*(a+e)); 
*e3:=a**2+b**2+c**2-2*e**2; 
*e4:=b**2-2*e**2+2; 
*eL:=b**2-c*(a**2+c**2)+g*h+2; 
*out code.out; 
*Calc; 
*** COMMAND REDEFINED 
NUMBER OF (+,-)-OPERATIONS : 16 
NUMBER OF (*)-OPERATIONS : Ii 
282 MS 

BREUER-SEARCH : 

84 MS 

NUMBER OF OPERATIONS AFTER THE BREUER-ALGORITHM : 
NUMBER OF (+,-)-OPERATIONS : 12 
NUMBER OF (*)-OPERATIONS : 7 
36 MS 

*shut code.out; 
*~C 
.type code.out 
GO002 : =B*C$ 
GO004 : =A+E$ 
GO005 : =C'GO004 $ 
GO006 : =B-GO005 $ 
E i : =A-GO002+G*GO006$ 
G0003 : =G*H$ 
E2 : =-GOOO2+G0003*G00065 
GO001 : =A*'2+C*'25 
GOOD8 :=2"E*'25 
E3: =B* "2+G0001 -G00085 
GO007 : =B*'2+2 $ 
E4: =G0007-G00085 
E 5: =GO007+G0003 -C'GO001 $ 

Chapter 5. A guide to related documentation. 

Several publications reflect the progress made in 
the NETFORM and Code Optimizer project. The 
following list contains some of the recent material 
which is relatively easily available. 

[i] Smlt J., New recurslve minor expansion 
algorithms, A presentation in a comparative 
context., Symbolic and Algebraic Computation, 
Lecture notes in computer science no 72. , GoDS 
G. and Hartmanls J. eds., Springer (1979). 

[2] Smlt J., A recurslve tearing technique for 
systems in which small as well as large 
elementvalues are significant. THT Report 1231- 
AM-0378. (Dec. 1978). 

[3] Smlt J., An efficient factoring symbolic 
determinant expansion algorithm. THT report 
1231-AM-0478. (Dec. 1978). 

[4] Smlt J., Sparse Kirchhoff equations, an 
effective support tool for the numeric and 
symbollc solution of large sparse systems of 
network equations. Proceeding of the 1981 
European Conference on Circuit theory and 
Design, (R. Bolte and P. de Wilde eds.), North 
Holland Publlclng comp. Amsterdam-New York- 
Oxford,pp 352-357. 

[5] Smlt J., A cancellation free algorithm, with 
factoring capabilities for the efficient 
solution of large, sparse sets of equations. 
Proceedings of the 1981 ACM symposium on 
Symbolic and Algebraic Computation. pp 146-154, 
(P.S. Wang ed.). New York. ACM 1981. 

[6] Smlt J. and van Hulzen J.A., Symbolic Numeric 
Methods in Microwave technology, Memorandum 
374. Twente University of Technology, 
department of Applied Mathematics, (Dec. 1981)• 
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[7] van Hulzen, J.A., Breuer's grow factor algo- 
rithm in computer algebra. Proceedings of the 
1981 ACM symposium on Symbolic and Algebraic 
Computation. pp 100-]05, (P.S. Wang ed.). New 
York. ACM 1981. 

[8] Hulshof B.J.A., van Hulzen J.A. and Smlt J., 
Code optlmlzatlon facilities applied in the 
NETFORM context, Memorandum 368. Twente 
University of Technology, department of Applied 
Mathematics, (Dec. 1981). 

Documentation related to REDUCE 2 and Standard Lisp 
is found in: 

[9] Hearn A.C., REDUCE 2 users manual, Univ. of 
Utah: Report UCP-19 (1973). 

[i0] Martl J.B., Hearn A.C., Griss M.L. and Griss 
C., Standard Lisp Report, Sigsam bulletin, 
Vol.14, no i, pp 23-43, ACM, New York, (1980). 

[ii] Frick I.B., Manual for Standard Lisp on 
Decsystem I0 and 20. Univ. of Utah: Report TR- 
2, (1978). 
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